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ABOUT US
One of the leading producers and exporters of tissue paper in the United Arab 

Emirates is Paper Link Paper Converting Industry. Our production facility is 

specifically designed to meet the individual needs of our wide range of 

clients. We provide bespoke design and manufacturing services for a broad 

variety of home and travel-related tissue goods, such as table napkins, auto-

cut rolls, interfold tissues, maxi rolls, toilet rolls, fold tissues, t-tork tissues, 

and hospital bedrolls. At Paper Link, we constantly strive for excellence in 

providing safe, high-quality, and moisture-absorbing tissues. We have a fully 

integrated, cutting-edge paper conversion system with extremely advanced 

machinery that can produce 200 metric tons per month. Because we are 

quality-conscious, we exclusively use 100% virgin pulp in the production of 

our goods. 
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PRODUCTS
➢ DISPOSABLE PAPER CUPS

➢ FACIAL TISSUE PRIVATE LABELLING

➢ FACIAL TISSUES

➢ INTERFOLD/HAND TOWEL TISSUE

➢ MAXI ROLLS

➢ PAPER NAPKINS

➢ T TORK TISSUE

➢ TOILET ROLLS
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PAPER NAPKINS MANUFACTURER IN UAE
Jumbo sized toilet rolls from PAPER LINKS are soft and incredibly 

robust, elevating our esteemed clients' hygiene experiences. Our Tork 

toilet towel rolls provide the ideal balance of effectiveness, affordability, 

and quality. They are perfect for crowded public spaces that need to be 

both hygienic and comfortable, such malls, offices, and schools. Because 

of its large capacity, less work and fewer refills are required. The 

sophisticated design and generous size of our t-tork toilet paper rolls 

guarantee convenient usage, effortless upkeep, and compatibility with 

towel roll dispensers. Our T-Tork paper towels include perforations and 

double-side white embossing that make it easy to separate the tissue 

paper sheets. 
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CONTACT US
Abu Dhabi | Dubai | Umm Al Quwain

info@paperlink.ae

0505 68 9879 

0505 68 9879 
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